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Abstract: Inventory management has been treated as an important subject in the manufacturing industry. There are many
kinds of technologies and research using barcode and RFID (Radio Frequency identification) technology. But, most
inventory warehouses check their real inventory once or twice a year in order to find calculate differences from the online
inventory. To reduce this kind of effort and cost, we need a new system using other technology.
Because of this reason, this research will suggest a new inventory management system using Deep Learning, the
Support Vector Machine, and 3D-Camera technology. Research consists of three main parts. First, the 3D-Camera acquires
the color of the inventory color and picture of the depth. Second, it finds the inventory type using Deep-Learning and Support
Vector Machine technology. Third, the system counts the inventory quantity using depth data. This research includes some
constraint conditions and assumptions. But it can be useful in real-life industry. By completing this process, we will be able
to make sure that the real inventory amount and the inventory amount online correspond at all times.
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1. Introduction
Inventory management system can be managed Barcode, RFID, Voice and so on techniques. But this 3d-camera
inventory management system is most better than other things. First, barcode can’t detached when reader read particular
angle. Also we can’t find the number of inventory automatically. Second, RFID can’t use in some condition. RFID cognition
can’t well conduct when moisture area, metal area and other radio frequency disturbance area. Also RFID tag is expensive to
detach every inventory. But, using 3-D Camera and deep learning techniques, we can get information very quickly and
exactly. So I tried to take picture using 3D-camera, detect inventory type using Deep learning and then count number of
inventory. And show this method’s validity.

2. Methodology
This research method has three main parts. First part is data acquirement. This part is acquiring data using 3Dcamera. Second part is Edge detection of inventory. This part is to find inventory type and number efficiently. Edge detection
is conducted using distance data extracted first part. Third part is find inventory category using Convolutional Neural
Network. This part is to detect the type of inventory. We can extract one inventory using edge detection, we can put this
image to Convolutional Neural Network. Then this Deep-learning search the inventory type. So we can catch inventory type.
Last part is finding number of inventory. This part use distance data. Before count the number, we need to define some
assumption. Every inventory should stacked from bottom. Inventory should stacked from wall side. Inventory should one
type at one area. Inventory stacked areas are designated. In these assumption, we can count the number. Figure 1. Shows flow
char of methodology.
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